Comprehensive Asset Management
Manage, protect and optimize solar, wind and energy-storage projects throughout the asset’s life cycle.

What is Comprehensive Asset Management?
Radian Generation’s Comprehensive Asset Management (CAM)
service is a 360˚ technology-enabled program optimized to
ensure projects perform at their peak. Whether it’s for a single
asset or large portfolio, utilizing Radian’s proprietary LENS Asset
Management software provides complete operational oversight
and administration to ensure projects operate efficiently and
maximize ROI.

Why use third-party asset management?
Independent, third-party asset management with Radian
can bridge the gap between O&M providers and project
requirements. Radian’s dedicated team delivers decades
of experience at the drop of a hat, and a lower cost than
most internal teams, allowing owners to focus on their core
business—developing, owning, and operating.

Radian By The Numbers

13+ GW

of solar and wind
assets managed globally
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How can Radian
Increase Profitability?
• A customer service-driven team
providing expertise, analysis and insight
so your assets can remain online and
at optimal performance.
• Measure quality and improve performance at the component level, project
level, and fleet level to reduce risk.
• Simplified project management tools allow
for flexible portfolio aggregation, streamlined DAS integration and lower costs.
• Real-time reporting means less time on
predictable and repetitive tasks, lining
up resources for the most added value.

More than

3 GW

of LENS
software customers

1,800

solar and wind projects
currently under management
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Asset Management Service Packages for Solar and Wind
Available together in Radian’s Comprehensive Asset Management package or as customized
solutions based on specific needs

Technical Asset Management
Includes Operational Oversight + Performance Optimization
• Provides an analysis of technical performance to maximize energy
production and asset longevity.
• Includes monitoring and reporting on issues requiring immediate attention
as well as identification of long-term trends in production.
• Incorporates O&M contractor oversight and dispatch to ensure timely resolutions

Compliance Asset Management
Includes Contract Compliance + Project Management
• Includes tracking of portfolio contractual and regulatory operational
obligations as dictated in project agreements.
• Facilitates secure cloud-based document storage in central repository with
hardened redundancy
• Experienced day-to-day project management and technical support

Financial Asset Management
Includes Financial Compliance + Financial Management
• Radian manages all activities related to project and portfolio finances.
• Ensures all financial obligations are met including SREC credit tracking,
PPA billing, management of financial entities and tracking financial compliance.
• Pre-defined workflows are leveraged to track and monitor financial tasks
with automated alerts to ensure compliance.

About Radian
Radian Generation was founded in 2013 on the core principle of driving sustainable growth by providing best-in-class
asset management solutions for the renewable energy industry. During the formative years of the solar and wind
market, the experiences accumulated by members of its team of industry veterans fostered an acute awareness of
the need for versatility, continuity and resiliency in a third-party business model for managing projects expected to
last for decades. Today, Radian continues its industry-leading practices with over 13 GW of solar and wind assets
under management around the world.

Charlotte Office (Headquarters):
5821 Fairview Road, Suite 201
Charlotte, NC 28209
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Telephone: 415-604-4035
Email: info@radiangen.com

